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An imperative need has arisen to provide a Constructive push to the 
Honourable  President  George  Bush.  This  to  consider  that  Tangible 
wealth and Intangible feelings together go to format the fraternity of 
Freedom.  American  population,  Corporate  units,  Expatriates  and  all 
nations with their currency related to US $, are not happy in the current 
Dollar dipping situation.  Is the development trend of USA is going 
down ? No, as guided by the trend of Gross Domestic Product (GDP), 
and Yes as guided by  the Net of Exports and imports. The net is an 
import, because of low  value for US exports  and high value for US  
imports, due to the gain of Euro over Dollar. On the other hand, the 
currencies  of  poor  nations  (developing  /  under-developed),  are 
galloping upward in Dollar parity, just only because they are linked to 
Euro,  without  any  domestic  productive  contribution  or  economic 
growth activities. The answer to this situation is reflected in the US 
Socio-economic  scenario.  This  is  in  the  USA’s  approach  and 
uncontrollable  administrative  attachment  and  an  appetite  to  control 
other nations in the world, through an  unilateral Army power.  
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Also motivating UN (A Peace keeper through Force and Army power) 
to offer sanctions and threats to developing and Undeveloped nations, 
biased  towards  USA,  Prompting  the  poor  nations  to  tie  up  their 
domestic products towards USA, and Pumping wealth from developed 
nations into poor nations leading the current and future generations into 
a long-term debt  / slave situation, are a few acts  which has lead to the 
current Dollar dip. Preparing a Notional Balance sheet of USA, with 
imaginary figures, compels a need to post a Loss to the Assets in the 
Debit side, to balance the Liabilities in the Credit side. This off-setting 
entry has to come from a miscellaneous loss expense entry, from the 
Profit making US Income Statement. The source for this loss is from 
the  Army  to  fight,  and  infrastructure  to  maintain  an  outside  nation, 
under US care. YES …USA as a Prime Developed Nation that alone 
can perform the role of  “Annihilating tyranny, terror and threat to the 
world,  as  well  as  steadily  lead  the  poor  nations  toward  a  free  and 
democratic  society”,  as  per  the  announcements  of  President  George 
Bush. Bush is correct. But only the current methodology and approach 
require a revised outlook.. 
An Algebraic Model building and solution by the author infers  that 
measure the Productivity and Progress of the assisted nations should be 
with  reference  to  their  internal  Socio-Economic  development  target 
units, as major, and keep quantum units including the benefits / gains to 
US, as a peripheral / minor guideline. Do not consider pumping the 
money  and  strengthening  the  defense  of  the  assisted  nation,  could 
unilaterally bring progress and prosperity to them. It will only increase 
their  debts  and  liability  to  them  and  extend  the  same  their  future 
generations. Strengthen their Intangible moral and values hand in hand 
with the Wealth formation. 
A Geometric Bi-circular Model building and solution by the author 
leads to the direction that an Endogenous methodology is to introduce 
the  latest  technology  (Moderated  to  suit  the  local  conditions)  for 
domestic Techno-Commercial upgrade; and train / uplift  the domestic 
Manpower  of the assisted nation to utilise the same.  
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Do  not  thrust  the  imperative  responsibilities  of  domestic  investment 
into the hands of USA, Other Developed nations and the International 
Development agencies like UN, World bank, IMF etc….An Exogenous 
tool is to start the basic infrastructure building from assisted resources 
(USA, Other nations, UN, WB, IMF etc..). But soon work to develop 
Domestic savings and pump the same towards Domestic investment. 
This  will  motivate  the  nation  towards  Self-confidence  and  
Self- reliance.  
These approaches will wipe out the notional loss situation of USA, lead 
it towards a more Prosperous and Practical inter national  leader to 
protect the World in the current and future millenniums to come. 
****************************************************** 
01. DIPPING DOLLAR. 
 
It is an imperative need and necessity to write about a Constructive 
Push to the honourable American President George Bush, at this point 
of  time.  If  the  people  in  the  world    are  to  be  happy,  progressively 
developing,  and  enjoy  the  fraternity  of  freedom,  one  aspect  is  the 
possession of the required tangible wealth, and least (preferably NO) 
strained Intangible pressures and feelings.   
 
In this regard, the happiness and well-being of people in all nations in 
the World, are intimately linked to the  economic performance of the 2 
prime Nations – The United States of America (USA) and European 
Union.  The reason is due to all the currencies in the  world are linked 
to either US $ or EURO, in the  “International Monitory  Exchange 
Market”. The purchasing power of every national currency is directly 
proportional to rate of fluctuation of these 2 Currencies.   
 
In the current juncture (2004 – 2005), the feelings of the people all over 
the world are not happy, because of the dipping situation of the US 
Dollar with reference to the EURO.  
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Is  USA’s development trend is going down to cause this situation ? 
No.  In  fact  it  has  all  the  symptoms  to  upkeep  and  upgrade  the 
developed status, as exhibited by the upward trend of Gross domestic 
product (GDP), as charted below :-  
 
US NATIONAL INCOME & PRODUCT  ACCOUNTS TABLE.  
 TABLE 1.1.5 GROSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT (GDP) / NET OF EXPORT & IMPORT  
IN BILLION $ 
GOSS DOMESTIC PRODUCT B $  IMPORT - EXPORT 








2001  10,128  --  - 367.0  --- 
2002  10,487  3.5  - 424.9  17.1 
2003  11,004  4.9  - 498.1  17.2 
2004  11,728  6.6  - 603.3  21.1 
SOURCE : http://www.bea.gov/bea/dn/nipaweb/tableview.asp#mid 
 
It is interesting to find that the during the period 2001 to 2004, the US 
GDP  growth  is  in  an  upward  trend,  while  the  Net  of  Exports  and 
Imports is Negative or Imports are more than exports, and it exhibits an 
increasing trend.  It implies that people/corporate sectors in USA are 
monetarily  improving  /  better  off  in  wealth  generation  (A  Tangible 
Input).  Simultaneously,  they  pay  the  earned  wealth  to  import  the 
needed goods, at a higher cost. Because of the Dip in $, more prices are 
paid to the imported goods, at current prices. A matter that cannot bring 
happiness  to  both  individuals,  the  corporate  and  all  other  sectors  in 
USA  (An Intangible Output). 
 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The  American  population  cannot  be  happy  in  a  multi-fold 
dimension,  because  they  have  to  pay  more  Dollars  for  imported 
items, and it is in an increasing trend.  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The American Corporate units can not be happy, because they have 
to pay more Dollars for the import of all essential raw materials.  
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￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The  expatriates  in  America  cannot  be  happy,  because  their 
remittances to their poor native nations result in lower local currency 
quantum, because most of the developing nations have tied up their 
currency to Euro (Result of historical British rule and still continuing 
to be in their  affiliation, under the name of Commonwealth) 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The  prices  of  their  exported  goods  have  fallen  down  in  the 
International market in US $, and in many cases it could be below 
the cost of imported raw materials, from nations with currencies tied 
to Euro.  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Even in list of  favourably priced US items,  the demand and supply 
position    will  be  in  favour  of    similar  items  from  China,  Japan, 
Korea  and  Taiwan,  who  produce  at  drastically  low  prices  to  the 
world market, and are tied to galloping Euro. 
What are the implications and reactions of this contra situation all over 
the world ? 
 
02. GALLOPING  CURRENCIES. 
 
When the Euro goes up, the value of all the currencies in the world,   
linked to Euro, go up, in the international money market. The status of 
most of these nations are Under Developed or Developing.  
US $ VERSUS OTHER SELECTD CURRENCIES 
120 DAYS STATISTICS (SEP 2004 TO JAN 2005) 
1 US $ EQUAL TO 
COUNTRY/CURRENCY 
SEP 2004  JAN 2005 
$ % 
DOWN  STATUS 
EUROPEAN UNON - EURO  0.82  0.78  4.8 
JAPANESE YEN  110.00  106.00  3.64 
DVELOPED 
INDIAN      RUPEES  46.04  42.63  7.41 
PAKISTAN RUPEES  60.03  58.14  3.15 
SRLNKA     RUPEES  102.50  99.47  3.03 




SOURCE : http://www.x-rates.com             
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The above table with selected currencies, indicates how this EURO  to 
$  relationship has improved the currency value of other Developed and 
the Developing / Under developed nations. The implication of this 
situation results in :- 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The  wage  earners  in  all  parts  of  the  world,  where  their  income 
currency is related to the US Dollar are fully unhappy, because of  
their net exchanged money to their poor nation results in lower local 
currencies..  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The native nations with Euro link, suddenly find the prices of their  
export commodities to US is gone up, because of the loosing $. This 
is  a  relational  and  notional  situation,  without  any  productive 
contributions or work from the native country. Will US buy their 
goods in the changed price situation is a debatable point. 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  The  above  table  shows  that  4  nations  in  the  developing  /  under 
developed category has favourably improved their parity with US $, 
just  because  their  currencies  are  linked  to  EURO,  without  any 
internal productive effort. 
 
03. SOCIO-ECONOMIC SCENARIO. 
 
One  of  the  prime  indicators  of  the  impact  of  the  Socio-Economic 
development in any country, to the common  man, is the Per Capita 
Gross  National  Product  (GDP  /  Population).  The  following  table 
provides list of this indicator in 2003 :- 
COUNTRY  PERCAPITA 
GDP $  RANK  Status 
USA  37,800  2 
Japan  28,000  18 
UK  27,700  19 
Germany  27,600  20 
France   27,500  21 
Italy  26,800  24 
Developed 
Sri Lanka  3,700  142 
India  2,900  152 
Pakistan  2,100  169 
Developing,  
Under developed 
Source : World Facts and Figures. 
www.worldfactsandfigures.com                      
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USA, which is ranked as 2 in the world, in terms of Per Capita GDP 
has a dipping currency, relative to 18
th  of Japan, 19
th  to 24
th  ranks of 
European  nations  (Developed),  and  142
nd    to  169
th    ranking  
Developing / Under developed nations.   
 
The answer to this situation is the USA’s approach and uncontrollable 
administrative attachment and an appetite to control other nations in the 
world, through an unilateral Army power. 
 
These symptoms could be seen from the following propagated 
principles  of USA.  
 
(Source : These are support by  Mr. .President George Bush in his October 25, 2003  President' s 
Radio Address. www.whitehouse.gov > Home > News & Policies > Radio Address Archives. 
Statement on the African Growth and Opportunity Act, Office of the Press Secretary  
December 22, 2004. www.whitehouse.gov/News/Releases/2004/12/20041222-1.html} 
 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Ready to provide army, and fight any war, any where in the world.  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Locate any two nations in any dispute.  Act as a mediator, take over 
their administrative responsibility. Exploit their internal wealth and 
manpower for the advantage of USA. ( This is exactly similar to the 
colonisation of the nations by British, Spanish and French monarchs 
in the 18
th  and 19
th century ). 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Motivate the UN (A Peace keeper through Force and Army power) 
to  offer  sanctions  and  threats  to  developing  and  Undeveloped 
nations,  biased  towards  USA  (Example  :  Unanimously  passing 
Resolution 1511, in UN which endorses a multinational force in Iraq 
under U.S. command). 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Explore and create sources for long term loans to the poor nations, 
without any idea or infrastructure or the methodology to repay the 
same, by the poor local nations (Example :   Encouraged countries to 
help the people of Iraq to build a future of freedom and stability and 
many  nations  and  international  organizations  pledged  billions  of 
dollars  to aid the reconstruction of Iraq). 
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￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Create market situations to lock the trade avenues in the Developing 
and Under developed nations, towards USA (Example : By reducing 
barriers  to  trade  and  investment,  the  African  Growth  and 
Opportunity Act - AGOA, providing the African countries greater 
access  to  American  markets,  progress  toward  a  market-based 
economy,  the  rule  of  law,  and  free  trade.  36  African  countries 
continue to be eligible for economic and trade benefits). 
 
04. FINANCIAL PORTFOLIO 
 
All  the  above,  are  non-internal  and  a  committed  external  promises 
towards other poor nations, appearing in the in the Liability (Credit) 
side of US Balance Sheet. When this commitment crosses an extremum 
(peak) value, exceeding the Asset side,  it is automatically reflected as a 
Loss (Miscellaneous Expenses) in the Profit and Loss position of USA, 
and transferred to the Debit side of the Balance Sheet. This is a book 
adjustment entry, to balance both sides of the Balance Sheet (As per 
Chartered  Accounting  practices,  Asset  should  be  Equal  to  the 
Liabilities  in  a  Balance  Sheet).  Thus  US  enters  into  a  loss  status, 
irrespective its current development position.   
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Long term Liabilities 
11. Citizens of USA………………  8,000 
12. Genuine Long Term ……… …     150 
      Payables                   
Current Liabilities 
13. Suppliers Short Term ….……..     740        
      Payables  









21 Buildings……………………..   1, 950 
      Machineries etc 
22 Good wills  ………….………..…  750  
23. Investments……………………    900       
Current Assets 
23 Cash & Bank……………………   600 
24. Stocks…………………………… 800 
============================== 
Sub Total Assets                              5,000 
Miscellaneous Expenses 
Current Year Loss (Ex : P&L)          4,510** 
=============================== 
Total Assets                                     9,510 
** Brought Forward from the Income Statement, below.  
  Figures are theoretical for explanation & Understanding 
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NOTIONAL INCOME  STATEMENT (P & L)OF  USA  
(In Billion US$) 200X 
 
01. INCOME 
     01.1 Export of Goods………………   110,000 
     01.2 Export of Services……………    115,000 
     01.3 Local Tax & Other Revenues.....   12,000    
      ==================================== 
     A. Total Income………………..…... 237,000 
      ==================================== 
02. COST & EXPENSES 
      02.1 Cost of  Raw Materials…….….  67,900  
      02.2  Cost of services…………….… .66,900 
      02.3  Salaries & Wages .….…… …..  62,000 
      02.4  All other Expenses ………...…. 31,000 
      =================================== 
      B. Total Cost & Expenses………… 227,800   
     =================================== 
     C. Gross Profit……………………….…   9,200 (A - B) 
      ===================================    
03.  Miscellaneous Expenses 
       03.1 Ammunitions and War Supplies. 4,710 
       03.2  Assistance to Other Nations……9,000 
       ==================================  
      D. Total Misc.Expenses….………..  13,710   
     =================================== 
    E. Net Loss....... (D - C) ……………   ( 4,510 )  
         (Carried Forward to Balance Sheet) ** 
            
               ( Figures are theoretical for explanation & Understanding) 
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Thus USA , however good it performances in Income Generation with 
a Profit status,  and increasing Gross Domestic Products (GDP), there 
is always a Miscellaneous Expense item to offset it,  and drag it to a 
loss situation. Is there any avenue for USA to perform the Good for the 
world as well as upkeep the Monetary credibility and the stability $ 
value in the International Exchange Market ?     
 
 YES …USA as a Prime Developed Nation that alone can perform the 
role of  “Annihilating tyranny, terror and  threat to the world, as well as  
steadily lead the poor nations toward a free and democratic society”, as 
per the announcements of President George Bush. Bush is correct. But 
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05. PUSHING ALGEBRAIC  INSIGHTS to BUSH. 
See : http://www.drvsrs.com/mgmtfull.htm  (Research publication)     
         http://www.drvsrs.com/mgmtsgo.htm  (Slide Show)  
         http://www.drvsrs.com/concepts.htm   (Concept Summary)  
An Algebraic Model building and solution by me infers  that :- 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Measurement  and  Improvement  of  Productivity  and  Management 
Decisions  should  be  with  reference  to  the  Socio-Economic 
Development  units,  and  keep  quantum  units  as  a  peripheral 
guideline. This inducts a base to spread the effect of all resources to  
the  benefit  of  the  Society  and  Drastically  improve  their  level  of 
Happiness.  
o  Measure  the  Productivity  and  Progress  of  the  assisted 
nations  with  reference  to  their  internal  Socio-Economic 
development target units, as major, and keep quantum units 
of  GDP,  the  benefits  /  gains  to  US  and  other  Developed 
nations, as a peripheral / minor guideline.  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  For  a  true  measure  of  Economic  prosperity,  consider  Intangible 
components  in  the  life  of  the  domestic  individuals,  as  more 
important  than  the  Tangible  wealth  formation  or  Gross  Domestic 
Product.  
o  Do not consider pumping the money and strengthening the 
defense  of  the  assisted  nation,  could  unilaterally  bring 
progress and prosperity to them. It will only increase their 
debts and liability to them and extend the same their future 
generations.  Strengthen  their  Intangible  moral  and  values 
hand in hand with the Domestic Wealth formation. 
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A REDEFINED PRODUCTIVITY MODEL & SOCIO-RCONOMC 
DEVELOPMENT ORIENTED MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 
SUMMARY OF CONCEPTS DERIVED  
·  PRODUCTIVITY = SED GOALS  /  INPUT  > 1  &  
SED GOALS  /   OUTPUT  > 1  
SUBJECT TO OUTPUT  / INPUT  > 1  
(SED = SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT UNITS) 
·  SOCIAL RATE OF RETURN IS IMPORTANT THAN 
QUANTUM RATE OF RETURN.  
·  INTANGIBLE ELEMENTS  ARE IMPORTANT 
THAN  TANGIBLE ELEMENTS.   
(PSYCHO-SOCIO-INTER NATIONAL-UNIVERSAL)   
·  MANAGEMENT DECISIONS ARE OPTIMUM 
WHEN   
SED GOALS  /  INPUT DECISIONS  > 1  &   
SED GOALS  /  OUTPUT  DECISIONS  > 1 
SUBJECT TO    
OUTPUT DECISIONS / INPUT DECISIONS > 1  
Universallly Applicable to All 
Developed/Developing/Under-Developed Nations.  
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A REDEFINED PRODUCTIVITY MODEL & SOCIO-RCONOMC 
DEVELOPMENT ORIENTED MANAGEMENT DECISIONS 
 
SCHEMATIC OF THE ALGEBRAIC MODEL INFERENCES  
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06. PUSHING GEOMETRIC INSIGHTS to BUSH. 
A Geometric Bi-circular Model building and solution by me lead to  
the direction that :- 
See : http://www.drvsrs.com/sedfull.htm   (Research publication)     
         http://www.drvsrs.com/sedsgo.htm   (Slide Show)  
         http://www.drvsrs.com/concepts.htm (Concept Summary) 
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Domestic  Manpower  should  utilise  the  Advanced  Technology 
(Moderated  to  suit  the  Domestic  conditions).  This  ensures  a 
continued  employment  potential,  techno-commercial  know-how 
upgrade, and removal of the feeling of insecurity, all essential for 
Domestic Happiness  
o  An  Endogenous  methodology  is  to  develop  domestic 
technology  (Moderated  to  suit  the  local  conditions)  for 
domestic  Techno-Commercial  upgrade,  and  train  &  uplift  
the domestic Manpower of the assisted nation. Do not thrust 
these imperative responsibilities of domestic infrastructure 
development  into  the  hands  of  USA,  Other  Developed 
nations  and  the  International  Development  agencies  like 
UN, World bank, IMF etc….  
￿ ￿ ￿ ￿  Encourage  Domestic  savings  and  utilise  that  for  Domestic 
Investment (Even though there is a need for foreign source to start 
with). People who can save are more Happier in life, since there is 
surplus  after  full  filling  their  needs.  The  Nation  is  happy  as  this 
reduces and ultimately nullifies the international dependence and the 
debt. 
o  An  Exogenous  tool  is  to  start  the  basic  infrastructure 
building from assisted resources (USA, Other nations, UN, 
WB, IMF etc..). But soon work to develop domestic savings 
and pump the same towards Domestic investment. This will 
motivate  the  nation  towards  Self  confidence  and  Self 
reliance.  
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ACCELERATE YOUR SOCIO-ECONOMIC 
DEVELOPMENT  
 AN ECCENTRIC BI-CIRCULAR MODEL & 
SOLUTION 
 
SUMMARY OF CONCEPTS DERIVED  
·  DOMESTIC INVESTMENTS THROUGH 
DOMESTIC SAVINGS (INDIVIDUAL / 
CORPORATE / GOVERNMENT, EVEN THOUGH 
FOREIGN TO START WITH)   
(EXOGENOUS CIRCLE) 
·  DOMESTIC  HUMAN POTENTIAL TO MAN THE 
DOMESTIC TECHNOLOGY  
(LATEST TECHNOLOGY MODERATED TO SUIT 
LOCAL ENVIRONMENTS)  
(ENDOGENOUS CIRCLE) 
·  SYNCHRONISE EXOGENOUS AND ENDOGENOUS 
CIRCLES & OPTIMISE THEIR DIMENSIONS. 
Universally Applicable to All Developed / Developing 
Under-Developed Nations.   
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ACCELERATE YOUR SOCIO-ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT  
 AN ECCENTRIC BI-CIRCULAR MODEL & SOLUTION 
SCHEMATIC OF THE GEOMETRIC MODEL INFERENCES 
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POST PUBLICATION CONCEPT SUPPORT FOR DR.VSRS 
SOURCE  :  Gulf  News,  Dubai,  UAE.  Monday.  January  23,  2006.  
Page  9.  Opinion.  “Iraq  is  an  alarming  issue  for  the  US”  
By  Mohammed  Akef  Jamal,  an  Iraqi  writer  based  in  Dubai. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
There is a big difference between what is expected and what is really 
taking place on the ground. This is because someone should not count 
his chickens before they are hatched. And, this is best exemplified by 
what  is  happening  with  the  US  in  Iraq…  The  administration  of 
President  George.W.  Bush  is  now  facing  growing  public  pressure, 
setting alarm bells in Washington. Americans have begun stepping up 
their pressure and expressing their serious concern over the rise in the 
size  of  losses  and  the  costly  war  in  Iraq  and  its  impact  on  the  US 
economy. The monthly cost of the war in Iraq is approximately $ 4.5 
Billion (Dh 16.5 billion), according to American sources. The total cost 
of the war is likely to exceed $ 2 Trillion (Dh 7.34 trillion) according to 
a study conducted by a Nobel prize winning economist and a Harvard 
budget  expert.  The  study  on  the  real  cost  of  the  war,  conducted by 
Joseph Stiglitz, a Columbia University professor, who won the Nobel 
prize for Economics in 2001, and Linda Bilmes, a Harvard University 
researcher  and  budget  expert,  is  likely  to  add  more  pressure  on  the 
White  House....  On  January  5,  2006  Bush  gathered  with  a  dozen 
Republican  and  Democratic  foreign  policy  leaders  from  previous 
administration to exchange views with them views on Iraq and throw  
more light on US achievements.... In his brief remarks, Bush said "Not 
all those attending the meeting supported my decision on invasion of 
Iraq..." 
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CONCEPTS SUPPORT  
1. The  Geometric  Model  (06  Above)  inferences  on  Socio-
Economic  Development  is  applicable  to  even  a  developed  and 
leader nation like USA, to sustain their level of development and 
progress forward.   
·  Domestic Savings and Capital should be used for Domestic (US) 
development and should not  be pumped out to support external 
activities.  
·  Domestic  (US)  manpower  should  be  used  for  the  productive 
utility  of  Domestic  technology,  and  not  for  the  capture  and 
control of an external nation (Iraq).  
2. The  Algebraic  Model  (05  Above)  inferences  on  Redefined 
Productivity and related Management Decision are applicable to 
even  a  developed  and  leader  nation  like  USA,  to  sustain  their 
level of development and progress forward.  
·  The  Productivity  of  the  Domestic  (US)  input  Resources  and 
Manpower,  as  well  as  the  output  benefits  should  have  been 
evaluated with reference to the Domestic (US) Socio-Economic 
Development units, and not based on the International supremacy 
and  expected  future  economic  leverages  by  capturing  and 
administering an external nation (Iraq).  
·  Any input Government decision related to the investments on war 
or peaceful  purpose as well as the output decision on their after-
effects should have been evaluated with reference to the Domestic 
(US) Socio-Economic Development units, and not based on the 
International victory and expected control on the  oil wealth and 
their future distribution leverages, by capturing and administering 
an external nation (Iraq). 
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DAMAGE FOR GOOD { Ecology /  History / Mammal  Cocktailer  
TOP  BACK-GROUNDER 
Rabbits freely run around the farms during the day as well as the 
night times. Chew anything. Eat all vegetable matters sumptuously. 
They  run  at  random  directions.  Always  take  shelter  inside  the 
thorny  bushes.  Dig  holes  on  the  earth  and  hide  under  ground. 
Hence,  it  is  difficult  to  chase  and  catch  them.  They  cause 
considerable  damage  to  the  crops  and  farm  vegetables.  Another 
most important factor is they multiply so fast. Each female Rabbit 
produce  about  5  babies  per  month.  A  pair  of  male  and  female 
Rabbits will multiply to over 30 in about 6 months. Rabbit manure 
is richer to strengthen the environment, by accelerating the growth 
of essential botanical flora, fauna and the rare / medicinal plants 
and trees.  
HISTORY 
 
During the regime of the great King "Rajendra Chola" (1014 to 
1042 AD), in the Southern Tamil Nadu, India, there was a Minor 
King,  under  him,  by  name  "Chandra  Chola".  His  responsibility 
was to take care and maintain the "Bushy" areas in the bottom of 
the  Western  Ghat  regions  of  the  Chola  empire,  dominated 
primarily by Rabbits. The kingdom had a standing order to protect 
the Rabbits to keep and upgrade the environment.  
Chandra  Chola,  soon  established  by  his  valour  and  ability  in 
controlling  the  damages  caused  by  the  Rabbits,  without  killing 
them.  
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King  Rajendra  honoured  him  with  a  title  "Muyalava"  and  he 
became  popular  as  "Muyalava  Chandran".  {In  Tamil,  Muyal 
means Rabbit. Ava(n) is a respectful "He"}. In a period of about 4 
years, the Rabbit population became so large to control. Muyalava, 
with the permission of the King Rajendra organized an army of 
100 soldiers and 25 dogs, to control the activities of the Rabbits in 
his area of coverage.  
ACTIVITY 
One day, one active and intelligent Rabbit migrated to a near by 
inland area near a river, beyond the boundary of the Muyalava's 
controlling  territory.  In  that  inland  area,  there  were  about  50 
farmers,  cultivating  about  560  acres.  The  ploughing  to  harvest 
interval of their crops are around 4 months. The Rabbit started 
chewing their crops. All the joint efforts of the farmers to catch the 
Rabbit resulted only in tiresome and wasted efforts. In one month 
time, the damage was found to be about 5% of the crops. If it is 
permitted to go like this, then the production loss in 4 months will 
be about 20% or 1/5 th. 
APPEAL 
The farmers went to the King Rajendra and appealed for help to 
catch the lone Rabbit and save their crops. The king smiled, and 
made an "Olay" (Letter on a Palm Leaf) to Muyalava Chandra to 
offer protection from the Rabbit. Handed over that to the farmers 
and asked them to get help from Muyalava, under his orders. The 
farmers  were  happy  and  approached  Muyalava  on  the  same 
evening.  
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SANCTIONS 
Muyalava headed towards the inland area with 20 Horse men and 
10 Dog keepers. On reaching the location, he surveyed and found 
that the area is very plain, without any "Bushes". He said "That is 
why  the  Rabbits  are  always  on  the  field,  leading  to  a  higher 
damage  for  crops".  He  approached  the  Minor  King  "Sugavana 
Chola", who was the local ruler in that area, for a permission to 
cordon the boundary of the entire 560 acres, with 8 feet canes. Also 
he got a "Sanction" to stop the entry of anybody into that area, 
even if he is a owner farmer. The farmers started feeling the first 
worry about what is going to happen...  
ACTION - DOG SEARCH. 
As soon as he sighted the Rabbit, he released a team of 10 dogs to 
go and catch the fellow. The Rabbit smartly ran randomly in multi-
directions to every spot in the entire covered area. The dogs also 
fearfully and with "Pushing" efforts chased them with barking on 
their  top  possible  voices...  At  the  end  of  the  day,  the  result was 
about 50% of the farm land was damaged beyond repair, by the 
racing fat dogs, without catching the Rabbit. On seeing this, the 
farmers appealed to Muyalava to stop the catch and leave them 
alone to do something. "NO" said Muyalava "If I step forward, I 
never go backward, without achieving the results, as per the order 
of our great king Rajendra Chola, Ha..Ha..Ha... " he proclaimed.  
ACHIEVEMENT - HORSE ROUNDS. 
Next day, he ordered the 20 Horse men to go into the land and 
catch the Rabbit. On seeing the horse men, the Rabbit changed the 
running pattern. It showed the face from different corners of the 
balance undamaged crop area, and immediately absconded into the 
holes in the ground.  
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Angry horse men started directing the horse at unmanageably high 
gallops, and search in non-stop rounds after rounds. The horses 
ensured to step on every point on the land with a firm foot. 
ESCAPE - OPERATION SUCCESS. 
On that evening, all the horse and their men were tired. But they 
saw an interesting movement. It was the Rabbit crossing the river 
at  vantage  points  and  reach  the  shore  opposite,  and  escape.... 
Muyalava and all the horsemen jointly shouted at the top of their 
voice "Vetri...Vetri..." (Operation Success.. Success..).  
FOR GOOD - ALL THE DAMAGE. 
The  farmers  with  tearful  eyes  came  to  Muyalava  and  said  "We 
have not only lost the all the crops, we have also lost every inch of 
our 560 acres, beyond repair due to the fearful runs made by your 
dogs and horses... It may take another 2 years to bring the soil to 
the  original  condition  for  farming...  What  will  we  do  for  our 
livelihood  till  then".  Muyalava  said  "Ha..Ha..Ha..  What  
Damage ?.. It is done only for your Good for ever.. The Rabbit has 
gone... So you should be happy and celebrate. Do not worry about 
your living, I will appeal to the area king Sugavanam and our great 
King Rajendra to provide you with double the loss incurred plus 
sumptuous "Varahans" (Local Currency) to repair the land and 
bring it back into farming condition. But it is always good to grow 
"Bushes" around, for your own safety, interest and growth, in case 
of  any  other  Rabbit  happens  to  visit  your  place,  in  the  future. 
Because, the Rabbits prefer a Bush than to Dish on plains..."  
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PRODUCTIVE DAMAGE. 
Farmers  assembled  and  said  that  "Muyal  (Rabbit)  might  have 
caused  on  20%  damage  to  us  in  the  next  4  months....  But  the 
Muyalava has damaged us to an extent of 200% in just 2 days.... 
However  we  made  more  wealth  from  the  King's  compensation, 
than what we could have made with all our efforts. The damage 
seems to be a Productive turn for us....." Why should we work as 




This is my exclusive and imaginative story, supported with some 
facts from the history of Tamil Nadu, India. If any one intuitively 
and innovatively feel this joke resembles to what happened in Iraq 
during March to May 2003... I disclaim my induction ability and 
extra-imaginative contributory capability. 
******************************************************** 
MORAL 
Evaluate  your  Tangible  Quantum  Losses  with  reference  to  the 
expected  Intangible  Value  damages  before  any  approach. 
Intangible  is  always  dearer  than  Tangibles.    Domesticate  all 
actions. Self reliance is always valuable than External Assistance. 
Living with "Bushes" may be safe and comfortable. But look for a 
Constructive "Bush" 
******************************************************** 
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